
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

"Christmas Update", a new update for Penguins Arena

Reims - France, december the 17th. Frogames releases an update for "Penguins Arena -
Sedna's World": “Christmas update”.

This update is totally free. All registred users will get this new version for no additional fees and for
future users, the price of the game hasn't changed ($19.95 USD).

This update brings new hilarious costumes for your penguin, two new maps and a great new
“unlimited weapons” game mode. Of course we also fixed some bugs and optimized the game.

See what we mean by downloading the new version of the Demo at http://www.frogames.com/
penguins_arena/

This “Christmas Update” for "Penguins Arena - Sedna's world" is our special gift for you ...
Frogames wishes you a Merry Christmas!

About Penguins Arena

It all begins when a penguin legend comes to life in the form of Sedna, the ancient Penguin
Goddess. Global warming, pollution... Penguin tribes are endangered. Sedna utters them that there
is room for but one tribe. And so the purging begins.
Now it's your turn to join the snowball battles and drive the other tribes into the sea.
Penguins Arena is a thrilling and innovative First Penguin Shooter with very short rounds and where
the magic of reincarnation, combined with the supernatural ability to return to the game as a ghost,
ensures that your character has every chance to change your tribe's fate. And you can do it all for
just $19.95!

Penguins Arena is a prize-winner of the 2007 Intel® Game Demo Contest! It has won the 1st-place
prize in the Best Game on the Go category and an award in the Best use of Torque in a game demo
category.

Penguins Arena is also in the list of the top 12 Casual PC Games of the year released by Bob
Mandel from www.avault.com.

What’s new with Penguins Arena? Stay tuned on www.frogames.com!

About Frogames

Frogames is an indie game developer. Frogames lends its cartoonish and colorful touch to the
gaming industry in two ways:

1. We provide licensable technical resources that speed up game production so that other
developers can savor the freedom of creating world-class games quickly and efficiently. Discover
how our tools and technology can make a difference in your gaming software development cycle by
visiting Frogames at www.frogames.net.

2. We create and market our cool and innovative video games. See what we mean by visiting
Frogames at www.frogames.com.
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